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abstract In recent years, the problem on traffic congestion mainly caused by the
increasing number of private cars is becoming more widespread and severe in Metro
ldanila. Howwef, the government appears to have no sipificant program to restrain the
increasing rate of car ownership. Transport policies are focused only on the
implementation of traffic restraint measures and lately, the development of mass rail
transit systems. The study therefore investigated several transport policy measurcs that
could affect the car user's decision to switch to the EDSA lvlass Rail Transit (MRT3) to
det€rmine the potential impact of the rail-based mass transit system on the mode choice
behavior of car ussrs. Based on the findings, these policy meiasures could effectively
promote the shift of car users to mass rail tra$it for work trips which in tum could serve
as one alternative solution to the worsening traftic congestion.

1. INTRODUCTION

Like the other big cities of developing cormties, the growing number of privare cars has been
Oominating the tanspo,rt system in Nrlseo ldaaila Although prrvat€ cars have accommdated
much of the de'mand for transpo4 trafrc cotmts tend to shift most of the blame for the
worsening traffc congestion to its incr€asing number. The lalest data from the l:nd
Transportation Office (LTO) indicate tbat about 41.5%o of vehiclcs concentrated in Metro
N{anila are privarc cars which has been growing at an average rate of l@/o pr annum. The
rising number of car regisrations could be traced from the improved car sales wtrich
regist€red a 2l.lo/o leap in sales from 199,4 ta 1995. Inspite of the negative effects of the
mounting car taffic on the pnes€ot trafrc situatio& not mrrch alteirtion has beeo gven to
promoting policies thar will limit the grou/th of car oumership. The policies of the govemment
have only focused on other measrrcs such as the Transport De,mand ldanage,ment C[DI\4
schemes that resrain car rxp. Apart from these, the imple,me,ntation of numerom
infrastructure projects such as the construction of new roads and flyovers, and the widening of
existing maju thoroughfares has b€en initiated to copo with the traffc vohmre.
These policy measurcs, nonetheless, s€em to b€ insufficient in sofuing the traffic problems.

Cognizant of the worseiring traffic p,roblein, many sectors believe something should be done
about the curr€nt terd in car ormership. Howwer, instcad of a policy restsicting tre growth
of prfuate vehicles in Metro lvlanil4 the car liberatization policy has beeo ptr rn-place to
firther promote the car industry. The siping of Memorandrm @r No. 346, amending the
guidelines on the Car Dwelopment Program, by Pres. Fidel V. Ramos fully libcralized the
mmt/s aEomotive idustry. By the year 2AA0,7lo/o of the transport d€mand ar€ erpected to
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be served by the private tansport mode. By 2010, the share of the private mode vehicle tips is
forecasted to fi.nther increas€ to about ?5o/o of tfu total trarsport demand as opposed to 25o/o

share of the plblic transport Thts, without a strong policy tbat will rcstrain car onnrership,

the likelihood of a te,mendou increase in the voh:me of cars and a more seriou traffc
scenario could be expected in the firture.

To cope with the prc.s€ot and ftrnre traffic scenario, there is a need for the governm€, lt to
conc€ntrate on the developm.e,lrt and improve, e, t ofthe public transport syst€m as one option

in mitigating transport problems. This is with the hope that selected improve,rnents might

pro,mote the mode sffi of a considsrable number of car us€rs to mass taosit to reduce trafic
congestion significantly. The goverrnme,ofs plan to dsvelop a network of rail-based mass

traosit syst€m app€ars to be a very timely solution to the worseiring congestion problem.

could be envisioned as the most promising and important mode of transport ufrich could

provide a good altemative for private ca, ulr€rs especially for wort tips. Moreover, it could

play a role that wil constrain the growth of car transport and, thtls, reduce depeirde,nce on

private can.

1.1 The EDSA Mass Rail Translt

Ths EDSA ltdass Rail rransit or MRT Line 3 (MRT3), is p'resenfly being imple'meoted' It is
part of the integratad stratesr to dlwiate the chronic traffc congestion operienced in Metno

Ndanila particularly along EDS{ the preinier conidor of Metro N{anila ufrich serves as the

mein link to all the major business dishicts and residential areas. The EDSA MRT, also

knoum as MRT3 is gsnerally desigped to qil€r not ooly to the public transport users but also to

the car users since this route is onc of the most coogpstod in the city and likewise, one of the

major thoroughfares with the highest volume of car taffc'

Since the solrtion to this trafrc proble,m entails the developmeirt of a long- t€rm stratery

aimed at improving ptrblic traosport and at the same time addressingthe increasing numbcr of
pri\ate cars, Transport Demand ldanagement (TDM) measur€s directed at reducing priute
car travel and promoting the widesp,read use of the mSA MRT, were also integrated in the

research

To test the poteirtial of the MRT3 in atracting car usen, an assessm€nt of the factors which

may influence their mode swirching behavior specifrcally for work tips was undertaken"

Aside fiom investigating the auractiveness of the MRT3 dus to its basic feanres and

characteristics, the effects of car restraint measrres to the mods switching behavior of car

us€rs to MRT3 were also examined Several TDM measures urhich were taken into accomt

include the park and ride sche,me, ttre car restraint mea$ue particularly the odd'even sche,me

and the pa*ing contol meuurnE$ in t€rms of incr€ased parking fees at wort destinatiors.

He,lrce, gediction models ufiich are capable of accouoting for these effects urere dcveloped

inthis rcscarch"

lJ Oblecttves of the Study

The many shtdies of transport modal choice havc sbown that rzrious factors influe'oce the

bebavior and decisions of individuals in tbeir choice of mode. Thus, in cmsi&ring fte
poteotial stsategies for influeocing modal choice, it is imporant to stttdy the differeot

componcnts urhich are likely to have an effect on choice.
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The pnncipal objcctive of the research, thercfore, uas to investiptc fre factors frat may
atrect th€ post- MRT3 mode choice behavior of prhate sar us6rs fo work tipo dmg EDSA
The specific objectiv€s includethe following

o To determine the influence ofMRT3 to private car txlenl giveir its basic features and

charact€f,istics.
o To assess the cffectiveffis of tbe TDM measures (i.e., part and ride scheme, parhng

contol msasufis and physical car restraint measures) in influencing the svirch of car

us€,rs to MRT3.
r To nalyze the effects of time and cost factors in influencing the mode switching

behavior of car users to MRT 3.

2. DATACOLLECTION

2.1 Suney Methodologr

A Stated Prefereirce (SP) survey was undertaksn. This type of survey involves asking the

individuals what they would choose given one or more hypothetical scenarios (ftuzar
1990). In this stuvey, the respondents were asked to choose the more preferrcd options
between thc car and MRT3 modes given the difticrent hypothetical scenarios, The first part
of the starcd preference srrvey dealt solely with the individual's perception regarding the

impact of the MRT3 featucs and the effects of the TDM measurcs on their decision to
swirch mode from car to MRT3. For the second part, the options were prescnted through
the hypothetical scenarios limited to two attributes only, namely; the total travel time and

total cost with four levels for each attribute. This is considering that more number of
attributes would involve more combinations of atributes, increasing the number of
sceirarios per respondent. In view of the complexity of this experiment the number of
auributes was narrowed down to the two above-mentioned factors.

The SP inrcrview survey was desiped to capturc regular work trip makers ufro are

currently using their cars for their travel to work. The suney areas were limited to
suMivisions within the vicinity of Quezon Crty as shown in Figure l. Since the study
focused on the EDSA corridor, the respondents selected were those preseirtly working in
the two major emplolment centers in Meto lvlanila" namely; N/takati Business District
and Ortigas Business Cenrcr. The household interview survey was conducted tbrough a

combined personal interview and self-administered questionnaire.

2.2 Suney Desip

The survey questionnaire was desiped comp,rising of five sections. Part I included the
sociorconomic characteristics of the individuals such as household personal and job-
related information. Part tr dedt with the current work trip information while Part Itr put
cmphasis on the alteraative mode data. Part w focused on perceptions questions about
the EDSA MRT, its basic features and services and the effece of the TDM measures.

Particular questions were designed to determine thc respondenfs pcrccption
regarding the influence of a) the imp,roved featr.ues and characteristics of MRT3, b) the
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park and ridc schemc, c) thc odd-wen sch€Nnc aod d) incrcased parking fees at work
dcstination, in his decision to switch to MRT3.

The section d€alt with the second part of the stated preference involving car to MRT3
mode swirch as inlluenced by changes in travel time and cost. Three hypothetical
scenarios were presentcd to the respondeirts and wsre d€fined in t€rms of two attributes
namely: travel time and cost. The response elicitsd from the respondent takes the form of
choices and prefereirces exp,ressed in tcrms of the cost he would bo willing to pay to
switch to MRT3 corresponding to the reduction or increase in his curreot travel time by
car.

\,.

Figure I
The Study Area

o Srrvcy Areas
EDSA
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A total of 215 samples was collected, of nhich about forty-six perceirt (46%) reside near
the proposed MRT3 North Station while frfty-four psrc€nt QaV) lwe 5 to 10 kilometsrs
away. About 15 of these samples were rejected due to inconsisteot and missing
information on the respondents, he,nce, only the remaining 200 samples were utilized for
daa processing and analysis.

3.1 Socloeconomic Profle of Respondents

As expected majority of the respondents belong to the middle and upper-middle income
goups with about 86% having a combined monthly household income of P30,000 and
above. The avcrage number of working members is 2.68 while for members with drive/s
license, the mean is 2.51. The available cars in the household vary from one to seven
cars per houschold with an average of 2.25 cars. This was also observed to match the
mean ntrmbsr of working msmbers and those with drivEds license. The almost similar
averages among them indicate a one car per working adult pattern.

There wsre more male (670/0) ', n fe,male respondents (33o/o). Most of them are in the
middle age group (30 to 50 years old) and accounted to about 657o of the total number of
respondents. With respect to civil status, thc married respondents made up 660/o of the
total while those who are single comprised the remaining 34o/o.\\e distribution pattem of
personal income of respondents exhibited a .more or less uniform distribution very distinct
from the combined household income trend, and shows a mode in the range of P30,000 to
P39,000 per month.

The respondents are predominantly employees of private firms comprising about 89o/o of
the total. The rest are government workers. Of those interviewed 62 o/o are executivc and
managers. The rernaining 36 % belong to the supervisory and rank and file positions.

3.2 Work Trip Data

Almost all the respondents own thcir car with only 6 and 16 % of the respondcnts using
cars owned by the family or the compa.ny, respectively. only about 5 Yo bave company
drivers and 13 % with family drivers.

During the time of survey, the Odd-Even scheme was being implemented as a form of car
restraint measure. Under this scheine, cars with plate numbers ending in odd numbers
were restricted to use EDSA from 7-9 A.M, and 5-7 P.M during Mondays, wednesdays
and Fridays. On the other hand cars with plate numbers ending in even numbers were
restricted to use EDSA from 7-9 A.M. and 5-7 P.M. during Tuesdays, wednesdays and
Saturdays. Of those interviewed, about 75 o/o use alternate routes in going to their
respective workplaces, but not regularly. The remaining 25 o/o v* EDSA with or without
the odd-wsn scheme.

Majority of the respondents make more activity stops in the wening than la the moming
on their l\ray to and from work.. On their paltrng at work destinations, almost 72 o/o of the
total respondeirts are provided with free parkins spaces by their employem. only the
remaining 4 atd24 o/o prk their cars on side-streets and pay parking, respectively. From
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the sgwey results, it was observed that only the majority of those in the lower rants pay

for parking.

33 Perceptlons and Stated Preferenceg

In this section, the respondents were asked to give their pcrccptions and stated preferences

about the MRT3, its facilities, its level of service in terms of travel time and cosq ard the

influeirce of the TDM measures on their mode choice behavior such as the Odd-Even

scheme, the Park and Ride scheme and the increased parking fee at work destinadons.

The most significant findings rmder this section is summarized in Figure 2'

Figure 2

Likelihood of Switching to MRT3 Based on the Given Scenarios

The results show that mode switching to MRT3 can best be atiained through an improved

level of service in terms of a shorter travel time at a cheaper cost of travel (Sl). As can

be infened from the same figure, a percentage of the car users would 6s willing to switch

to MRT3 even at a higher cost than they presently incur in exchange for a reduction in
their current travel time ($2). This implies that still, a considerable numbcr of car users

value time over comfort and conveniencc in theh choice of modc.

Based on these results, the basic features and characteristics of the MRT3 (F) would

attract mor€ shifts from car users than the effecB of the Travel Demand ldangc'mcot

(TDM) meiurures. Among Oe TDM me:ulures presented, the park and ride sche,me (P)

clicited the most numbsr of response to mode switching, followed by the odd'eve'n

scheime (OE) and the increascd cost of parking at work de,*inations (IP). The hidh

response to the park and ride scheme can be attributcd to its being part of the feanrce of
the MRT3. The results only firrther affirm the observation on the car users' relative

pefere,nce for policy measures that increase choices over those tbat give rcstrictiotrs. The

statistics show that there is not much differencc in the respondorts' travel time during

days of restricted and unrestricted use of EDSA. Aside from behavioral reasons, this
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could also explain the very low percentage of possible diversion from car to MRT3 due to
the odd-even scheme.

Only l0o/o of caf, users would be affecrcd by any increase in the cost of parking at work
destinations. The low nrn-out could be explained by the fact that only 25o/o of the total
respondents pay for parkrng. The rest are provided with free parking space by their
employers.

4. CONCEPTUALAIID MODELING FRAMEWORK OF TEE STIIDY

Traditionally, tansport policy has be€fl primarily concemed with measures to respond to
prwat€ car de,mands. In recent years, however, new, balanced ap,proaches have been
considered urhich no longer imply reliance on prinate car as the vehicle for urban passsnger
transport, and which may contibute to the developmeirt of effective and acceptable policies
for other transport modos, particularly public transport (OECD Road Research 1980). At
present, goveflmeot efforts are focus€d on improving the quality and scale of public tansport
seirdces to elicit the patronage not only of the general riding public but of the more a^fluent
segtion of society wtro are privileged of owning one or morc cars.

Attsmpts at improving the public transport system rn Metro Manila are now being taken into
account through the planned mass rail traosit network For one, the EDSA MRT
improvements have been so designed as to provide reliable, comfortable and economical
transportation that passengers will accep and appreciate and these include the car-ovming
populace ufto are well knovm for their high prefercirce for a comfortable and convenient
means of tansport The policy of promoting the widespread use of public transport through
the EDSA MRT systein ushers in the shift from a cardepeirdent system to a mass rail-based
transport systern that is made possible by the public and current political emplusis on
increasing choice rather thon restricting behovior (Jones 1992).

However, pst eqerience suggests thot without a carrot and stick approach (i.e. new optioru
plus restraints) there will not be a subslantial shifi to ptblic transprt. It is evident from
researches that the only accepnble solution to trffic problems is to adopt a comprehensive
package qproach, which contains a mixfire of restraint and transport improvements (Jones
1992). In the same way, shifting from car use to rail trarsport can be carricd out through this
approach"

4.1 Modeling Framework

To explain the above concept a modeling framework shown in Figure 3 was developed The
fiarnework sugg€sts that the individual car useds decision to swirch to MRT3 can be
influenced by the attractiveness of the mode itself through is improved level of service in
terms of a faster travel and reasonable fare, together with the improveme,lrt of its planned
features and built-in characteristics. The simultaneous implecrentation of other TDM
measures likewise, may have an effect on the mode choice bebavior of car users by
€ncoumging a s616fo 16 this 6ode.

The response of the individual car us€r to tbe ditrerent sceirarios will howwer depeird on his
household and individual charactEristics, his job chaxacteristics, and his cun€nt work trip
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ctraracteristics together with the perceived commuting trip attributes by MRT3. Based on the

foregoing, the research to develop models to explain and predict the mode choice

behavior of car users given the TDM measures such as the park and ride scheme and the car

restraint measures in terms of the odd<ven scheme and increased parking costs, the

improvement in the altemative modes of transportation which in this case is shown in the

planned features of MRT3, and the changes in travel time and cost

Figure 3

Modeling Framework

4.2 Eypotheses

Based on the modelling framework, the following hypotheses were formulated:

r The planned features of MRT3 and its improved level of service will have an

impact on the switching behavior of car users to this mode.
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The Travel Demand Meastres (i.e., odd-even scheme, park and ride scheme and
increased parking costs at work destinations) will have an effect on the mode
switching behavior of car users for work trips.

The decision of the individual car rrcer to switch to MRT3 as induced by the
TDM measures and the characteristics of MRT3 will depend on the following
factors:

0 Socio-economic characrcristics of the individual car user which include his
household, personal and job characteristics

0 Work trip attribues including total travel time and total cost
0 Distance of residence from the MRT3 stations

43 Modeling Approach

The decision of the caf, useni to switch to MRT3 uas investigated by adopting the
disaggregate modeling approach. This approach makes use of the discrete choice analysis
where the unit of arnlysis is the individual, which in this case, is the individual cax user.
The discrete choice models developed described the car useds decision to swirch mode
given the attractiveness of the new mode and the effects of the TDM measures. The
probability of switching to MRT3 wiu soen as a firnction of his socio-economic
characteristics and the characteristics of the two options: car and MRT3.

4.4 Model Calibration

Since the MRT3 is a new mode, the model calibration made use of the stated preference
data derived from the stated preference survey, apart from the individual car user's
characteristics and the attributes of his current mode. Five models were calibrated
corresponding to the five responses ofthe individual car user on the differeot hypothetical
scenarios presented him.

o The first model modeling proc€ss was intended to ascertain the most relevant
factors that would affect the car uset's decision to switch to MRT3 grven its
features and characteristics.

o The second model calibration was carried out to detennine the most significant
factors that would influence the decision of a car ussr to shift mode as motivated
by the park aod ride schsme.

o The third model uas calibrated with the aim of finding out thc most relwant
factors that would exert sigrificant effects on the decision of car users to switch
from car to MRT3 as induced by the odd-wen scheme.

o The fourth model calibration was mdertak€n to veriff the factors that would be
significant in the decision-making process of an individual car user as effected by
the increased cost of parking at work destinations.

The last modeling process uas designed to come up with a model that would describe the
factors exerting sipificant associations with the car use/s stated preferences given various
hypothetical scenarios involving changes in travel time and cost

1131
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ANALYZING TTT' CAR USER.'S MODE SWITCEING BEHAVIOR

5.1 Model Specification

A binary logit model was specified in the model estimation. The decision of the

individual car user takes the form of binary choices of whether to swirch to MRT3 or not
grven the different hypothetical scenarios. ln the modeling process, two mode

alternatives were considered, car as the current mode and the MRT3 as the funre
alternative mode. For the five calibrated modcls, the independent variables specified in
the models include the socio-economic attributes respondents (household, personal, job

attributes), current work trip attributes and jpb attributes, while the dependent variables

are briefly described below. This takes the value of I if respondent will most likely
switch and 0 otherwise.

o Model I: Response of individual car user to mode swirching as influenced by
the attractiveness of the MRT3 features and characteristics'

c Model 2: Response of individual car urer to mode swirching as motivated by
the park and ride scheme.

o Model 3: Response of individual car user to mode swirching as induced by
the odd-even scheme

o Model 4: Response of individual car user to mode switching as effected by
the increased cost ofparking at work destinations.

o Model 5: Response of individual car user to mode swirching as inlluenced by
changes in travel time and cost.

5.2 Model Estimation

The model estimation was done using the SAS (Statistical Analysis System) Software

VErsion 6.0, specifically the SAS Logistic Procedure. This procedure fits linear logistic

regression models for binary or ordinal response data by the method of maximum

likelihood The Logistic regression analysis is often used to investigate the relationship

between the response probability of the response variable and the explanatory

variables.The list of variables specifred in the model estimation is presented in Table l.

5.3 Results of Model Estimation

The results of model estimation are summarized in Table 2.

5.3.1 Model I (Resoonse as influenced bv the attractiveness of the features of
MRT3)

For the model estimation of Model l, 200 observations were utilized. The resulting model
takes the form of:

R: 1.041 - 0.3128 t CAR + 1.2123*AGEI -0.3639 *CDY +0.7272* SEXI -

1.0751 r csTATl -0.868 rHINC4 +0.7240 | WSCIIED2 +0.7902 *FLEXI

Model I stresses the importance of safety, convenience and reliability on the mode

switching decision of car users to MRT3. One important aspect that would attract a car

user to MRT3 is their perception of the time they would save through this mode. As can
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be noted in the model, only the male (sD(l) and the yotmg€r set of respondc,nts (AGEI)
would have a tendcncy to be affiactcd to the basic featrcs of the MRT3. Thc modcl
implies that except for the youoger males ufro valrrc time 6s1p rhan comfort or safety,
the rest of the car users would not be attracted to the mode on the aspect of time savinp
alone. Ap,parently, therc are still goups of car users such as thc fcmale aad thc older
count€rparts who value safety aod convenisnce over other facton in their decision to
switch mode. The model also shows the importance of the mode's rcliability on the modc
choice behavior of car users. Only those with flexible time (Fl,D(l) would be attracted to
the MRT3, This implies that among those ryto have strict work time arrival r€quircmcots,
there is still this percepion of the car mode having more flexibility. Tbe model finther
suggests tbat no matter how good the featurcs of MRT3 would be, ther,e will still bc those
who would remain captive to the car mode on the basis of social standing GIII.IC4).
Moreover, those having multiple cars (CAR) and wto used thcir cars oftcn would havc no
tendency !o shift to MRT3.

Table 1

Lists of Yartables Spectfied for the Model Estimadon

llsrhble Yarial*e

Household AttribJtes Job Related Attributes

HSIZE
WA
DL
CAR
HINC

HINCl
HINC2
HINC3
HINC4

Household Size
Working Adults
Membes with Drive/s License
Available cars in Household
Combined Household lncome

WSCHEDl
WSCHED2
FLEXl
FLEX2

Decides own work schedule
Company decides \,rcrk schedule
Company observes tlexi-time
Company does not oboeNe tlexi-
lime

below P15,0@
P15,@O-P29,s)9
P30,mo-P59,909
P60,0O0 and over

Current Work Trip Attrihdes

CDY
owcl
owc2
owc3
DOCI
DOC2
DOCs
AR1
AR2
TTAMl

TTPMl

TTAM2

TTPM2

AMSTl
AM8T2
COST
DSTl
DST2
PRKl
PRI(2
PRKs
Att ODE1
AirooE2
AMODF3

No. ol days trareli1g by car
Personally-or,hed car
Company car
Family car
Ddve to work persoflalv
With comparry driver
With family driver
Use altemate rcut€6
Do not use altemate rout6
A.M. travel time
(non-restricted days)
P.M. tra\rel tirne
(rDn-restrkied d€ys)
A.M. travel time
(rcstri:red drys)
P.M. trs\rel tirne
(r€stricted days)
without stivity stop6
with activity stops
Total Co3t (tu61+pa,khg)
Short distance flom statbn
Long dbtarce trom dstlcn
Free parkhg
Side-8tret parkiE
Pay parkrp
alterlawe rnocb - BUS
altenrative mode - carpool
,hffirlivc lm.la - FXllrri

Personal Attribdes

SE(1
SD(2
AGE

AGEl
AGE2
AGEs
AGE4
AGE5

CSTATl
CSTAT2
PRIVATE
GOW.
occl
occ2
occ3
occ4
occs
occ6
occT
occ6
occ9
rc1
rc2
rc3

age
below 30 yrs.
30 - 39 yrs.
zO - 49 yrs.
50 - 59 yrs.
@ yrs. ad above
Civil Status, single
C ivil StatUJs, marrieri
Employed h private sector
Employed in the gov't. sector
Enginees
ArchitecG
LatAryers
Accountant
Computer Relsted Protesslon
Researcher
Bank Related Job6
Clerical Job6
Othelts
E (ecutive and Managerhl Le\rd
Supentisory L*d
Rmktrld File

male
female
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Table 2
Rcsults of Model Estimation

53.2 Model 2 (Response as motivated bY the oark and ride scheme)

For Model 2, the sarne 200 observations were used for the model estimation with 8

observations delercd dge to missing values for the response or explanatory variables. It
takes the form of:

R = - 2.3340 - 0. 1409 * HSI7F. + 0.0125 t TIAMI +1. 1507 i AGEI - l. 1876 t CSTATI
+ 1.1163 * FLEXI + 0.9246 r DOCI + 0.7198 * DST2

Model 2 shows that the park and ride facilities would have an impact on car users living at

a distance from the MRT3 station (DST2) and those who drive their own car (DOCI). It
is a common knowledge that not all access roads to EDSA are in good condition in lerms

of traffrc and public transport p,rovision. The presence therefore of the park and ride

facilities would p,rovide car useff willing to take the MRT3 an easy access to the stations.

The model also conveys that the decisions of car users to swirch to MRT3 would depend

on their activities and the necessity to travel by car. In addition, the decision ofcar users

to park and ride would also rely on the length of time it would take traversing EDSA
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-4.1761 I -0.68s8

1.3183

1 .61 73

0.6751

-o.o727
-0.1684

-2.3340
-0.1409

-1.1507
-1.1876

1.1163

0.9246

0.7198

INTERCEPT
HSIZE

WA
CAR
CDY

Hll{c1
HINC3
HINC4
sExl
AGEl

CSTATl
CSTAT2

ESl
WSCHEDl
WSCHED2

FLEXTl
owcl
owc2
DOCl

AMSTl
PRXl
PRK3
DST2

TTAMl
cosT

AMODEl

1.O401

-0.3128
-0.3639

-0.8168
o.7272
1.2123

-1.0751

o.7240
0.7902

-98.819
0.ooo1
o.1732

60.0

102.877
0.0001
0.1 31 5

69.3

-50.974
0.0001
o.1882

-17.472
0.ooo3
0.3751

78.9
I 0.6594

I ez.o

-71.886
0.0001
0.7643

93.6

-1.3288

-0.0625
0.3468

-6.8965

2.2003

4.2350
2.7828

2.3996

0.6912
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(TTAMI). As the travel time along EDSA gets longer, more car tsers would be induced
to take MRT3 and avail of the park and ride facilities. The effect of the park and ride
schcme also showed a strong influence on the younger sct of car users (AGEI) and those
with flexible working time (FL,D(I). Conversely, it would have no impact on the single
individuals (CSTATI) and households with more members ftISZE).

533 Model3 (Resoonse as lnduced bv the odd+ven scheme)

The Model 3 estimation used 198 observations with 2 observations deleted due to missing
values ofthe response or explanatory variables. The final model is expressed as:

R: -1.2797 - 0.2938 t CAR - 1.5240 + OWC2 + 0.8917 AGEI + 0.9598 CSTAT2

The model emphasizes the importance of time on the mode choice behavior of car users.
The results indicate that only those ufro were highly affected by the car restraint scheme
in terms of longer travel time and who at the same time believed they could save time if
they commute by MRT3 would be induced to switch mode because of the scheme, which
in this case are those belonging to the AGE1 group (ages below 30 years old) and those
who are married (CSTAT2). The model also suggests the insignificance of the scheme on
car ulers owning more than one car (CAR) and those who uses company-owned car
(owc2),

53.4 Model 4 (Resoonse as effected bv increased cost of oarking at work
destinadong - includg all obserrations )

For this specific sceaario, two model estimatiors we,re nu. The first model utilized all the
data rcgardless of whether or not thc respondents pay for parking at work destinations.
The second one, on the other han4 made use only of the observations with pay pa*ing.
This was carried out to be able to come up with a model that would better explain the data
considering the scenario on increased parking.

53.4.f Model 4A (Resporu€ based on both wlth and without free oarldne at work
destinations)

The model estimation for model 4A made use of the same data with 200 obssrvations.
For this panrcular model estimation, all the respondents were included regardless of
whether they pay for parking at their workplaces or not. The small nrunber of resulting
variables maybe attriburcd to the limited number of positive respomes to mode swirching
glen the scenario of increased parking cost at the work dsstination. The final model
takes the form of

R: -3.5873 - 1.3964r ESI + 1.6173 + PRK3 + 1.31873 . HINC3 + 1.6224+ OWCI

The model shows the relative preference of car users for the car mode as reflecrcd by the
negative intcrcept. The result rweals the potential impact of the parking control measure
on those who pay for parking at their work destinations @RK3), those with income of
P30,000 to P59,999, and those who personally own their cars. On the other hand, car
users working in the private sector @Sl) indicate a tendency 1s 166ain in their current
mode. This is considcring that majority of this group would not be atrectcd by any
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increase in the parking fee as most of them are provided with free parking spaces by their
employers.

53.4.2Model 48 (Response based onlv on those who oav for oarHnq at work
destinations)

The model estimation utilized 57 observations. The observations included in the model

estimation are only those who pay for parking at their workplaces. The final model can be

expressed as:

R: -6.8965 +2.2003.HINC3 +4.2350 tSEX1 +2.7828tAGEl +2.3996 *AMODEI

All the variables have positive coeflicients indicating the positive inclination of the groups

concerned to swirch mode. Those with household income between P30,000 to P59,999

([IINC3) would tend to be attracted to the MRT3 with the prospect of an increased

parking fee at their work destinations, Similarly, the male car useffi (SD(l) and those

with ages below 30 years old (AGEI) would have more tendency to swirch to MRT3
under this scenario as compared to their counterpafis. Moreover, those who take the bus

as an alternative mode (AMODEI) would have a propensity to swirch b MRT3 with an

increase in parking fee. This is not surprising considering that betneen the two modes,

the MRT3 is a better altemative than the bus.

Comparing the model estimation results of the two models, Model 4A and 48, it can be

norcd that model 48 explains the data better. This means that for any incrcase in parking

cos! only those who pay for parking would be influenced to swirch to MRT3. This was

confirmed in the results of Model 4A where the variable PRK3 which stands for those

who pay for parking turned out to have the most sipificant effect on the model together

with variable OWCI, representing those who personally own their cars.

53.5 Model5 (Response influenced bv the chanqes ir travel time and cost)

For the stated prefereoce, tw'o model estimations were run, Models 5A and 58. The

stated preference data were used with observations of 530 for both models. No model was

arrived at for the third scenario (MRT3 having a longer travel time and lower cost)

because no convergence was attained owing to the very small number of positive

response.

53.5.1Model 5A (Scenario 1: MRT3 havinq short€r travel tlme and lower cost as

comoared to car)

The final model derived has five (5) explanatory variables, WA(Working Adults),
WSCHEDI (Work Schedule), AMST1 (A.M. Stope), TTAM (A.M. Travel Time) and

Cost (Total CosQ and can be written as:

R = - 4.1761 + 0.2588 t WA + 0.6912' WSCHED1 + 0.6751 * AI{STI - 0.0727 r
TrAI\d-0.1684rCOST

The model suggests that as the differcnces in the total travel time (TTAM and total cost
(COST) betwee,n the MRT3 and the car increases, there would be more car users who
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would swirch to MRT3. However, its impact would be more on those with flexible work

time arrival (WSCHEDI) and those ufio go directly to work in the moming without other

activity stops (AMST1). The inclusion of the number of stops in the morning explains the

captivity of the respondents to the car mode. Obviously, those ufio travel to work by car

ogt of necessry due 0o many activity stops would definitely not switch to MRT3 oo matter

how much the reduction in travel time and cost would be. On the whole, the model tells

us that MRT3 could compete with the car mode in terms of shorter travel time and

cheaper cost oftravel.

To dst€mine the trade-off between the travel time and cos! the marginal rate of
substitution was derived by comparing the parameter estimates of the attributes. The

result shows that the trade-off betwesn time and cost is 2.3 which me:urs that for cvery

minute reduction in travel time, the c,ar user would be willing to pay an equivalent P2.30.

As aa example, for 15 minules reduction from say, 45 minutes travel time, the individual
would be willing to swirch to MRT3 and pay the total p'rice of P34'50 which is also

lower than the curreirt cost he incur of say P60.00 for fuel and parking.

5J.5.2 Model 58 ((Scenario 2: MRT3 havlnq shorter travel time but at a hisher cost

as comnared to car)

As in Model 5A, the travel time and cost showed a sigrificance of 0.0001. The other

other two variables which made it to the model include HINCI (Ilousehold lncome),

PRKI (Parking). The resulting model can be expressed as:

R- -0.6858 + 6.l246f HINCI - 1.3288'PRKI -0.625r I"TAI\{+ 0.3468 * COST

The model results show that certain goups of car users such as those beloneing to the

lowest income bracket would be willing to swirch to MRT3 at a correspondingly higher

cost in exchange for a shorter travel time (IIINCI). The variable HINCI has a positive

parameter estimate showhg their willinpess to switch to MRT3 at a higher price they

presently incur by car for a corresponding reduction in travel time. On the contrary, the

scenario would have a negative impact on those p'rovided with free parking spaces by their

employers (PRKI). The model suggests that the willingness of the car users to swirch to

MRT3 rmder this condition will not be dependent on the income nor on the cost of travel

for that matter. The total travel time (TTAM) and cost have negative and positive

coefficients, respectively, wtrich indicate that as the difference in travel time betw'een the

MRT3 and car mode increases, the car users would be inclined to switch to MRT3 at a

correspondirgly higher cost than p,resently incurred.

The marginal rarc of substitution between travel time and cost as computed from the ratios

of the parameter estimates resulted to 5.5 which indicates that for every minute of
reduction in travel time, the car rscr would be willing to pay P5.50. This means that at

this rate, which is atnost 60 percent more than that under scenario I (P2.30), therc would
still be those willing to pay mofe for MRT3 in exchange for shorter travel time.
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5. CONCLUSIONS ATID RECOMMEIIDATIONS

With the passing yeaff, transport problems are becoming more widespread and severe in
Metro Manila, The rapidly increasing car traffic and transport demand are resulting to
traftic congestion, a problem that is not likely to disappear in the near funre. Mndful of
the magnitude of this problem, the governme,nt sectors concerned are continually
experimelrting on various schemes with the hope of fiading the right formula that would
providc the answcr to the worsening traffic congestion. Yet, rtnl6ss the right policy
measures get into the main root of the problem, any solution in effect would only give a
short breathing space. Considering the effects of the increasing number of cars on the
present traffrc situation, a more likely remedy to congcstion would be to de-ernphasize the
private car and promote the mode shift to a better public transport alternative. The
development of the rail-based mass transit systems in Metro Manila is proving to be a very
timely plan by the government as the rail transport is perceived as a good alternative to the
car. The shift of car users to the mass rail transit therefore could be envisaged to
consequently bring about a decongesting effect on the transport syst€m.

In line with these concerns, the study attempted to establish the likelihood of the mode
shift of car users from the p,rivate car mode to the rail-based mass transit system. The
impact of various policy measures that would promote the mode shift of car users to the

mass rail transit were investigated giving particular emphasis on work trips. The snrdy

also focused on ttre EDSA Mass Rail Transit which is cru:ently on its first stage of
implementation. Meanwhile, the policy measures analyzed concentrated on those which
increase and restrict the choices of the individual car user. The policy measures ufiich
increase the individual's choice of transport mode g:ave emphasis on the public transport
improvements in terms of the EDSA MRT's basic features and improved level of service.
On the other hand, those that restrict the car user's choice of mode dealt with the
simultaneous adoption of the Transport Demand Management (TDM) measures such as

the park and ride scheme, the odd-even schsme and the increased parking charges at work
destinations.

The study revealed that the mode shift of car users to the EDSA MRT or to any mass rail
transit system for that matter, is attainable. On the whole, it was found that all the policy
measures examined could be effective instnxne'nts in promoting ttre shift from the car
mode to the mass rail transit for work trips. The separate investigation of measures,
however, disclosed the superiority of the public transport improvements over the TDM
measures in attracting a significant number of car users to the mass rail transit. As may be
infened from the results, the improvements of the MRT3 in terms of its improved level of
service, its basic features and characteristics which also include the park and ride facilities
proved to be the more effective strategies in effecting the shift of car users to this mode.
The findings of the study also unveiled the potential of the TDM measur€s investigated as

promising tools to influence the mode switch of car users to the rail transit mode.

Based also on the research findings, the prospect of the mass rail transit competing with
the car mode could be made possible by grving special attention on: a) the safety and
security aspects of its transit riders; and b) the transit's reliability in terms of a reliablc
service that is on time and the frequency of service especially during peak hours.
Moreover, it was also found that the MRT3 could give the car a good competition through
its improved lwel of service in terms of a faster and lower cost of travel.
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The study shows that a better and improved public transport alternative like the EDSA
MRT would have a sipificant impact on the mode choice behavior of car users for work
trips. Given MRT3's improved features and level of service coupled with the
simultaneous adoption of various TDM measures, the cat users would, in no doubt,
consider the shift to this new public tansport mode. However, their decision to switch to
MRT3 would depend on their sociorconomic attributes, job attributes and work trip
arnibutes. The study firther suggests that with the rail-based mass transit in-place and
the inrcrest shown by the car users in switching to mass transit, there is a large potential
for reducing car dependence in Metro lvlanila and consequently, a big possibility of
solving the traffrc congestion along the major roads.

6.1 Policy Recommendations

The eflicacy of transportation policy decisions dspends on the policies of the govemment
governing the overall developnent of the urban area. However, although the govemment
recognizes the gravity of the pnesent transport situation in Metro Manila, its policies seem

to be not too well coordinated. ln most instances, it appears that transport is viewed as a

separate soctor to which policy priorities are specified in isolation and not as part of an
overall strategy for the metropolis. Apparently, this isolation has resultcd to the lack of
coordination among all levels of dscision-making creating several conflicts in the
goveromenfs policies. What is alarming is the fact that many of these policy decisions
have serious transport implications. The seemingly uncoordinated stance of the
govenrment, particulady on the issue of the rapidly increasing car ownership and its effect
on the fast &rcriorating traffic situation makes even more pressing the need to redefine
transport policy objectives and to update the existing transport p,riorities. Considering the
foregoing the following points are therefore recornmendsd:

6.1.1 Review and update of exlsting policles on car ownership

Of the many policy decisions of the government, its uncoordinated policies concerning car
ownership have the most serious effects on the overall transport system. The standing
policy on car liberalization, although beneficial to the growth of the car industry, is
proving to be detrimental to the existing traffic situation in Metro Manila While one
sector of the govcrnment is persisteirtly errgaged in promoting thc growth of the car
ownership, other sectors, on the other hand are tasked with the implementation of
transport plans and policies which are aimed at containing and mitigating the traffrc
congestion caused by this increasing car traffic. Hence, with this conflicting policies
between car ownership and use, and the uncontollable rise in the number of private cars,
there is a need for the govemment to review and reconsider its policies regarding these
major concerns. To do this, the policy decisions pertaining to car o\rmership must not be
compartrnentalizrAby scctor or by agencies to avoid transport implications resulting from
opposing policies. The policy formulation must be more centralized and must involve all
sectors concerned. This would enable a more thorough review of the issue on car
oumership to determine (a) whether the benefits accrued from the continuous support to
its promotion far outwcigh the cost it imposes o,n the existing traosport system and thc
society as a whole; and O) if a strong and firm policy on the regulation of car ownership
would be more beoeficial in the long term. The government must also recopize that
while measures that would restrain car ormership may prove to be unpopular, a strong
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policy that would restrain its rapid growth is far more important to avert the impending

likelihood of a more serious traffic scenario in the future.

6.1.2 Reorientatlon of transport policies toward the public transport lmprovement

particularly the rail-bas€d mass tramit system

The rapidly increasing rate of car ownership, which for years has continued uabated
calls for more positive policy actions that would negat€ its effect on the transport system.

This could be achieved by reorienting transport policies towards a better perfonning

public transport mode that could provide a good altemative to the private transport. The

i-pror"m"nt of the public transport system would not only provide better transportation

service to individuals who have limited mobility. It would likewise enable the shift of a
great proportion of private transport users to talize various objectives, foremost among

them, is to reduce traffrc congestion.

In the past and eve,n up to the presen! a big share of public investments is allocated to

road infrastnrcture. The building of more roads, while essential to cope with the

increasing traffic deinand tends to be biased towards those privileged of having a p,rivate

transport alternative. Likewise, it has the tendency to further promote car ownership

gro*th and encoruages more caf, rse in the city centefs. This therefore, necessitates the

reoricntation of transport prioritics to shift thc balancc in favor of thc public transport.

To this end, the govemmenfs current thrust to develop the rail-based mass transit system

can be considered as timely and relevant. The mass rail transit system can be envisioned

as a major factor that could improve the transport syslem and alleviate the existing

transport problems especially congestion. The promotion of the rail transport therefore,

muslnot only focus on the public transport users, but also on the private car ussrs. The

study has shown that this could be made possible by including provisions for public safety

and secgrity in any public transport plan. Likewise, the p,rovision of a reliable and

improved ler/el of service comparable to the private tmnsport should also be considered'

While improvements on road infrastructrne must not be totally nrled ou! investments on

tansport must give higher pnority to public transport improveinents. In so doing, it would

also resort to savings on investments in roads and other trassport infustruc'tt rcs.

6.13 Adoption of a comprehensive package approach that would influence the mode

shift of car users to the rail-based mass tranrit system

ln the absence of a strong policy that would restrain the growth of car ownership, one

alternative solution to the traffic problerns in Metro }vIanila is to reduce car use by

attracting c:tr users to the public transport in terms of the rail-based mass transit system.

Howweq to realize the swirch of car users to the mass transit systems, transport policies

must identify and implement radical changes that wil facilitate the changc in attitudes and

behavior of car users towards the public txansport and inJluence their swirch particulady,

to the rail-based transport.

Most measures which have been intended to influence the mode choice behavior of car

users, basically focus on caf, restraints mezsures. On the other hand, policies on public

transport improvemeots, us.lally concentrate only on attracting public traosport uscrs.

While policies that relatc to car restraints undoubtedly have their rolc, as do policies

associated with public transport improvements, each should not be uken in isolation.
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They both need to complement each other to ensure their effectiveness in influencing the
shift of car ltsers to the mass rail tansit. What is suggested therefore, is to adopt a
comprehensive package approach encompassing all possible policy measures that could
influence the mode choice behavior of car users in favor of the public transport. As
explored in this research study, the policy measures in terms of public transport
improvements and the Transport Dernand Managernent measures have proven to have an
impact on the swirching behavior of the cax users to the EDSA MRT.

With the future operation of the EDSA MRT and the other MRT lines, the implementation
of transport policies focusing on the public transport improvements coupled with the
simultaneous adoption of TDM moasures to attract the car users to lhe mass rail transit is
highly recommended. Building the image of the MRT3 alone in terms of improving the
level ofservice and its basic feafires will not be enough, "little" restrictions through the
TDM schemes will be needed to further promote the ridership to car users. Restrictions
can be provided by physical car restraint measures like the odd-even scheme and the
parking control m&Nures in terms of increased parking charges at work destinations. The
park and ride facilities at the major stations of the MRT3, on the other hand, can be part of
the integrative strategies to reduce the necessity of bringing the car to the city centers.
Through the park and ride scheme, the best mix of modes, that of the car and MRT modes
can be attained. Thus with the presence of the parking facilities at major stations, the
shift of car users to the MRT3 would be further supported.

6.2 Concluding Remarks

Unless the government reorient its transport policies and objectives, the private transport
will continue to dominate urban transportation in Metro Manila and other fast urbanizing
cities in the country. Accordingly, something must be done to mitigate, if not eliminate
the negative effects of the growing numbers of cars on the present transport situation.
There is a need to recognize that wtrile the car plays a sipificant role in the transport
systsm, revising the policies on car ownership would greatly benefit the society as a
whole. In contrast, the public txansport improvement must be prioritized to attract the
shifting of car users particularly to the mass transit systern. To firther promote the public
transport among car users, a comprehensive package approach can be adopted where
public transport imp,rovements could be supported by restrictions through the Transport
Demand Management me:uures.
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